
Honesty Intent of Administrator 

 Cabinet resolution on the 5th of January 2017 agreed that every government agency had to 
be participated in the moral and transparency assessment in the operation of government 
agencies according to the purpose of the office of the national anti-corruption commission.  

 Nakhonluang Udomratwitthaya School would like to declare the politic intent in anti-
corruption of administrators. They commit to administer honestly, morally, and transparently 
without any corruption in order to strengthen the morality and transparency in public 
administration and create the greatest utility to people and country. Administrators, teachers, and 
school workers of Nakhonluang Udomratwitthaya school, the Secondary Educational Service Area 
Office Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya do all the duty with honesty and justice along with efficient 
management and cooperate with every segment in order to suppress corruption and misbehavers. 
They are going to response and facilitate all the people. These are the school guideline to follow 
according to the honesty intent 

1. Intent to be honest administration to both the staffs inside the organization and the 
outsiders. Promise to bring the officers in the organization perform honestly, morally, 
transparently without corruption and be ready to be checked according to the declared 
intent. 

2.  The policy in an organization development in order to have morality and transparency 
as the government agencies.  

 The administrators prescribed the policy to develop the organization to be honest and 
transparent in performance as a government agency. The policy depends on the six guidelines of 
morality and transparency assessment for government agencies. 

 1. Transparency: the administrators are going to manage things correctly, fairly, and can be 
checked. People can access the information of the organization. Stakeholders both inside and 
outside the organization have the various opportunities to access the information. There are 
transparent procurement procedures. There are the opportunities for private sector, civil society 
sector and public sector to participate in performance checking and reveal the all the activities 
deal with the operation.  

 2. Responsibility for any fault: Having honesty intent in administration and be ready to 
responsibility for any faults is to build the confidence from the society that the organization runs 
with morality and good governance. 

 3. Safety from corruption: Having honesty intent is to support the performance with 
morality and ethics in order to get rid of the corruption in term of the policy and the corruption 
from the duty. 



 4. Morality culture in the organization: Having the administration and performance in the 
way of good governance emphasize on responds to the people need such as fastness, correction, 
fairness, transparency, and justice. The administrators do not tolerance any corruption, afraid to do 
anything dishonestly and manage to prevent the conflict of interest. 

 5. Morality in organization operation: the administrators cultivate values and attitude of the 
staffs to focus on common interest, have knowledge and understanding, depend on morality, 
ethics, and sufficiency economy philosophy, and be fair and moral in the personnel management, 
budget management, and working environmental management.  

 6. Communication in the organization: the administrators will support and develop the 
communication in the organization by using modern technology to be public relations for people 
and staffs. They will access the information clearly, fast, and correctly. People in the community 
can inform any information about the corruption through the appealing and complaining center of 
Nakhonluang Udomratwitthaya School. 

  
 

 


